Memorandum

To: Docket Unit

From: Ron Yasny
California Energy Commission
1516 Ninth Street MS-37
Sacramento CA 95814-5512

Subject: NEW PRE-RULMAKING DOCKET FOR 2016 TITLE 24 BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY STANDARDS UPDATE

Please initiate a new docket for the pre-rulemaking phase of the 2016 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards Rulemaking as 14-BSTD-01 and include the following people on the distribution list for one copy of each of any future materials filed. Please distribute docketed items as electronic files by email unless the docketed material is infeasible to distribute in this manner.

Chair Robert Weisenmiller MS-33
Advisor Grant Mack MS-33
Catherine Cross MS-33

Commissioner Andrew McAllister MS-34
Advisor Patrick Saxton MS-34
Hazel Miranda MS-34
Donna Parrow MS-34

Public Advisor's Office MS-12
Pippin Brehler MS-14
Kristen Driskell MS-14
Galen Lemei MS-14

Eurlyne Geiszler MS-37
Martha Brook MS-37
Maziar Shirakh MS-37
Joe Loyer MS-37
Adrian Ownby MS-37
Ron Yasny MS-37
Payam Bozogrchami MS-37

Thank you,

Andrew P. McAllister
Commissioner